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Abstract—Providing direct communications among a rapidly growing number of wireless devices within the coverage area of a cellular system is an attractive way of exploiting the proximity among them to enhance coverage and spectral and energy efficiency. However, such device-to-device (D2D) communications create a new type of interference in cellular systems, calling for rigorous system analysis and design to both protect mobile users (MUs) and guarantee the connectivity of devices. Motivated by the potential advantages of cognitive radio (CR) technology in detecting and exploiting underutilized spectrum, we investigate CR-assisted D2D communications in a cellular network as a viable solution for D2D communications, in which devices access the network with mixed overlay–underlay spectrum sharing. Our comprehensive analysis reveals several engineering insights useful to system design. We first derive bounds of pivotal performance metrics. For a given collision probability constraint, as the prime spectrum-sharing criterion, we also derive the maximum allowable density of devices. This captures the density of MUs and that of active macro base stations. Limited in spatial density, devices may not have connectivity among them. Nevertheless, it is shown that for the derived maximum allowable density, one should judiciously push a portion of devices into receiving mode in order to preserve the connectivity and to keep the isolation probability low. Furthermore, upper bounds on the cellular coverage probability are obtained incorporating load-based power allocation for both path-loss and fading-based cell association mechanisms, which are fairly accurate and consistent with our in-depth simulation results. Finally, implementation issues are discussed.

Index Terms—Device-to-device (D2D) communications, cellular networks, coverage probability, connectivity, interference threshold constraint, collision probability constraint, percolation, spectrum sensing, stochastic geometry.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Device-to-Device (D2D) Technologies

D EVICE-TO-DEVICE (D2D) communications in 3GPP LTE-A and future cellular networks facilitate direct communications among devices without the intervention of wireless operators and the involvement of base stations [1]. Bluetooth and WiFi-direct are examples of D2D technologies for use in unlicensed bands, but manual pairing and short range coverage have limited their functionality. Recent trends necessitate more sophisticated technologies for D2D communications possibly in cellular bands [2]–[4], incorporating the concept of cognitive networks [5] to deal with the soon-to-be-encountered spectrum-shortage problem. The goals of D2D communications include better coverage, proximity offloading, and improvement of spectral and energy efficiency. For example, it is shown that D2D communications between macro- and femto-cell users can significantly enhance the average transmission rate of MUs, particularly for those at cell edges [4]. A variety of new applications, such as home energy management [6], are envisioned as possible applications of future cellular communications. Furthermore, D2D technologies are promising for the realization of Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communications [7], [8]. Electrical appliances and smart devices could then choose a mobile phone as a hub or data aggregator for delivering hourly/daily electrical usage/requirements to a central (cloud) server via the cellular infrastructure. This way, D2D mode can play a major role in the integration of sensor networks and cellular infrastructure towards full utilization of the merits of ubiquitous monitoring, surveillance, health care, and automation [9]. Nevertheless, the need for standardization, convincing economic models, confidentiality and security measures, and clear understanding of potential performance gains, has recently triggered a flurry of new research activities to meet the industrial requirements [1].

B. Related Work and Motivation

Approaches to D2D communications are either network-assisted or assistance-free [2]. In the former, a macro base stations (MBS) actively participate in accommodating devices in uplink/downlink communications, peer discovery, resource allocation, and interference management [10], [11]. A prohibition region was suggested in [10] to protect MUs from intolerable interference imposed by devices. A new interference-management method was proposed in [11] where a device
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demodulates the received interference, signal, and retransmitted version of the interference caused by the MBS. This new method is found able to reduce the outage probability. Of prominent technical challenges are mode selection—whether devices should communicate directly in D2D mode (underlaid a cellular network [3], [12], [13]) or via MBSs in cellular mode—and how actively MBS should arrange new tasks. For the single cell scenario consisting of one MBS and 3 devices, proper resource allocation in network-assisted D2D has been studied [3]. Although the results are promising in boosting spectral efficiency, MBSs need to know all possible channel side information (CSI) involved not only in uplink/downlink channels but also among all devices for optimal mode selection. This dramatically increases the signalling complexity/overhead, especially in multi-cell multi-device scenarios, unless optimal resource allocation and thus expected performance improvement may not be achievable. On the other hand, the latter is more about ad hoc networking in cellular infrastructure\(^1\) based on the key features of cognitive radio networks in exploring an under-utilized portion of licensed bands [15], [16]. One of its main advantages is the limited interaction between primary (cellular) and secondary or cognitive (D2D) users and is thus aligned with the main definition of D2D communications. In essence, the potential of cognitive radio for enhancing spectral efficiency is recognized, and communications are mainly managed distributively. From a deployment perspective, assistance-free D2D seems more suitable as it does not require any major upgrades/changes in the cellular infrastructure. Nevertheless, compared to the assisted D2D case, this scenario has not been investigated enough and several issues, such as interference management and D2D performance, remain to be further explored. In this paper, we focus on assistance-free D2D communications and highlight many technical aspects. Our analysis facilitates straightforward system configuration.

Route discovery in assistance-free D2D mode was investigated in [17], [16] subject to minimum required Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR) at MBSs. The benefits of ad hoc D2D in reducing power consumption were identified there, while preserving the cellular outage probability. However, only a very limited number of cells were considered. Moreover, in real scenarios, we need to consider aggregated interference in D2D mode. Distribution of transmission power and SINR in assistance-free D2D mode were also analyzed in [18]. However, the impact of interference imposed on devices because of cellular communications and on cellular receivers because of D2D mode was not considered. In [15] spectrum sharing between cellular infrastructures and mobile ad hoc networks (MANET) was considered and the corresponding performances for both overlay and underlay spectrum sharing were compared. In [15], [19], [20], overlay was referred to as disjoint spectrum allocation between primary and secondary users. Overlay was then shown to outperform underlay (in the underlay spectrum sharing, both primary and secondary services simultaneously access the entire available spectrum subject to tolerable interference at the primary receivers) from the perspective of transmission capacity [15], [19]. Note that the overlay scenario is preferable but coordination among MBS and secondary users for spectrum allocation is required, and devices, however, only use a simple random access protocol rather than sophisticated cognitive radio algorithms. Unlike spectrum splitting, we focus on mixed overlay–underlay cognitive assistance-free D2D communications in which devices sense the spectrum to detect whit spaces. Note that this protocol has not been studied for general scenarios including multi-primary transceivers and multi-secondary transceivers, which is in fact the scenario of D2D mode underlying cellular networks.

It is worth noting that the benefit of agility in secondary networks is due mainly to opportunistic exploit of the surrounding wireless environment in order to detect the under-utilized portion of the spectrum [5] by adopting spectrum sensing mechanisms such as energy detection [21], [22]. Sensing is, of course, prone to inaccuracy, and the collision probability constraint (CPC) \((Q, \zeta)\) is thus suggested to control the negative effect on primary users [23]–[25]. In fact, greater interference at the primary receiver due to secondary transmissions than the predefined interference threshold constraint \(Q\) leads to collisions between primary and secondary data that the corresponding probability needs to be kept below \(\zeta\) [26]. Contrary to [15], [19], we adopt energy detection based spectrum sensing for the mixed overlay–underlay spectrum access with CPC as the spectrum sharing constraint. Moreover, in addition to the transmission capacity explored in [15], [19], other performance metrics such as isolation probability and connectivity are of paramount importance. To the best of our knowledge, connectivity in D2D mode underlying cellular communications has not been studied before. Study of connectivity provides insights into the possibility of multi-hop communications in D2D mode without cellular operators’ intervention, facilitating the implementation of several applications of cognitive assistance-free D2D communications, for instance, in future smart grid M2M communications. To control distributed (perhaps renewable) energy resources, direct or indirect (via multi-hop communications and help of intermediate nodes) communication links among energy resources are required to reach a consensus (according to the designed distributed algorithms) on the required energy to be produced/released, e.g., see [27], [28]. In general, these types of algorithms converge if each energy resource has error-free communication links to at least a couple of neighbors. Furthermore, in distributed demand-side energy management [29], two-way communications should be held among users (e.g., residents) for the sake of online billing and optimal energy consumption/production. Hence, the main questions to be answered are: Is it possible to ensure connectivity in a D2D network while devices are exposed to interference from cellular entities and operationally restricted via transmission power and/or density? What are the main design parameters and how could we design the system subject to spectrum sharing criteria and D2D network connectivity? How does D2D mode affect the cellular performance?

\(^1\)Note that this is different from integration of cellular and ad hoc relaying proposed in [14] since there ad hoc communication takes place in unlicensed bands.
C. Contributions and Organization of the Paper

This paper provides a new, rigorous analysis of coverage performance of a cellular network and the impact of D2D mode on it by using stochastic geometry and develops bounds on coverage probability. The stochastic geometry literature is rich, e.g., see [15], [30], [31] and references therein, and a powerful, accurate vehicle for studying cellular performance [30], [32]. However, the existing work in this area relies on the availability of complete transmission power at the MBS for tagged MUs. In reality, however, depending on cellular load and available sub-channels, some MBSs may stay silent on some sub-channels as they do not have MUs to serve, thus not contributing to inter-cell interference. Also, the portion of the available power allocated (by MBSs) to each serving MU depends on the underlying resource allocation strategy, the number of MUs in the coverage area, and the available bandwidth. Our analysis encompasses both of these cellular characteristics as well as D2D communication activities, and our bounds on the coverage performance are fairly accurate. Our analysis is general enough to incorporate the impacts of path-loss attenuation, fading, load based power allocation, and even limited cell-site for handoffs.

The key contributions of this paper are as follows.

- Development of a site-percolation model [33], [34] for an upper bound of optimal transmission activity of devices that forms clusters with infinite size in a D2D network. This model captures the power allocation in devices, spectrum sensing threshold, CPC, densities of MUs and MBSs. It shows the possibility of guaranteeing a sufficiently low isolation probability in D2D mode for practical CPC.
- Derivation of key system design parameters. Density of the devices, transmission activity of devices, and CPC are analytically explored using easy-to-compute formulas.
- Comprehensive investigation of the impact of D2D mode on the cellular coverage probability. This analysis sheds light in selecting suitable values for CPC. These findings suggest the possibility of establishing cognitive assistance-free D2D networks in terms of cellular performance while guaranteeing connectivity in the D2D networks. They also provide a useful engineering guideline for network design.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses the system model while Section III elaborates cell association. Section IV presents the simulation results. Section V concludes the paper with Section VII.

II. System Model

We consider part of a wireless spectrum with bandwidth W Hz and Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) with spectral power $\sigma^2$. The spectrum is originally allocated to a primary service, but it is also open for spectrum sharing with other services. The bandwidth is divided into $J$ sub-channels indexed by $w$, each with bandwidth much smaller than a coherent bandwidth.

The primary service constitutes MBSs serving MUs in a downlink channel. The locations of MBSs are drawn according to a homogeneous (H) Poisson Point Process (PPP) $\Phi_M = \{x_i, i \in N\}$ with intensity measure $\lambda_M$ [15], [31], [35], which is shown to be as accurate as grid and hexagonal models and provides mathematical tractability. All MBSs in the primary system use a power-level $P_C^C$ (C stands for Cellular) for information transmission and $P_T^C$ for pilot transmission. Pilot signals are transmitted at the beginning of each frame for cell association. MUs measure received pilot signals and then the MBS that provides the strongest pilot will be selected for their communication. MUs are scattered geographically according to HPPP $\Phi_M = \{y_j, j \in N\}$, which is independent of $\Phi_B$, with density $\lambda_M$.

The spectrum is also available for D2D communications. Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram of a communication scenario. Devices form a HPPP $\Phi_D = \{z_l, l \in N\}$ (D stands for Device) with density $\lambda_D$. Devices selecting a sub-channel $w$ for communication form a set $\Phi_D(w)$ that is HPPP with density $\lambda_D(w)$.

For tractability we assume sub-channel selection in both cellular and D2D networks are random, unless the independency assumption is not preserved in Poisson sets. By introducing the transmission activity (probability) $a_D(w) \in [0, 1]$, let $\Psi_D^C(w)$ denote the set of potential transmitters, which is a PPP with density $a_D(w)\lambda_D(w)$; likewise, potential receivers belong to the set $\Psi_D^R(w)$ with density $(1 - a_D(w))\lambda_D(w)$ [36]. While MBSs broadcast information-bearing signals on sub-channel $w$, transmitter devices (TD) stay silent for the designated sensing window and sense the medium via an embedded energy detector or an opportunistic scheme. If the sub-channel $w$ is declared idle for TD $l$, then the sub-channel is available for overlay access; otherwise, the sub-channel is busy and accessible via an underlay scheme, which we refer to as mixed overlay–underlay spectrum sharing [37]. In the overlay, TD $l$ transmits with its maximum power, but the transmission power is limited in the underlay. Let $\mu^{C \rightarrow D}_l(w)$ be the imposed interference from the primary service on TD $l$ on sub-channel $w$. If $\mu^{C \rightarrow D}_l(w)/\sigma^2 > \epsilon_{sD}^C$, where $\epsilon_{sD}^C$ is the spectrum sensing threshold, the sub-channel $w$ is busy and access is made based on underlay spectrum sharing. In this case, the TDs transmit at a power level $P_D^U$. On the
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comprehensively analyze these four types of interferences,

(1)

Then, if

be the aggregated imposed interference from TDs on MU

Let

be the interference probability [26] correspondingly defined as

\[ p_1 = \mathbb{P} \left\{ I_{D_{-C}}[w] > Q \right\}. \]

(1)

where

\[ I_{D_{-C}}[w] = \sum_{z \in \Phi[w]} P^D \Phi D_{z,y} \langle z, y \rangle^{-\alpha} \]

\[ + \sum_{z \in \Phi[w]} P^D \Phi D_{z,y} \langle z, y \rangle^{-\alpha}, \]

and

(2)

where\( L(x,y) \) denotes the distance between a sender located at \( x \)

and a receiver located at \( y \), and \( \alpha > 2 \) is the path-loss exponent.

Also, \( H^D_{z,y} \) denotes the channel power gain between device \( z \)

(superscript \( D \) stands for Device) and MU \( y \) (superscript \( C \)

stands for Cellular). This way, \( H^{DD}_{z,y} \), \( H^{CD}_{z,y} \), and \( H^{CC}_{z} \)

are defined, by assuming that channel power gains are i.i.d. Rayleigh

random variables independent of locations [31].

As one can see from Fig. 1, on each sub-channel, the interaction between cellular infrastructure and devices can be abstracted through four different interferences: \( I_{C_{-D}}[w] \), \( I_{D_{-C}}[w] \), \( I_{C_{-D}}[w] \) at TDs, and \( I_{C_{-D}}[w] \) at receiver devices (RD). Investigation of \( I_{D_{-C}}[w] \) through the notion of interference probability reveals the impact of D2D mode on the cellular performance. However, \( I_{C_{-D}}[w] \) indicates the spectrum availability at the TDs and the SINR qualities at the RDs. In this paper, we comprehensively analyze these four types of interferences, and appropriate metrics are then evaluated. First, coverage performance is analyzed incorporating the impact of inter-cell interference \( I_{C_{-D}}[w] \) as well as \( I_{D_{-C}}[w] \). To this end, we also study cell association in the cellular network. This indicates the density of active MBS, which also plays a major role in determining the availability of spectrum at TDs. For given CPC, density of devices, power allocation, and transmission activity, the relationship between D2D mode and cellular coverage by deriving upper-bounds on the coverage probability is investigated. Second, we study the density of TDs with overlay and underlay accesses by scrutinizing \( I_{C_{-D}}[w] \) at TDs. Having the density of TDs with the overlay/underlay network structure, we can then evaluate the interference probability by examining \( I_{D_{-C}}[w] \). Enforcing CPC, the maximum allowable density of devices is then derived. Third, adopting the site-percolation model [33], we analyze the connectivity in a D2D network by taking \( I_{D_{-C}}[w] \) and \( I_{D_{-D}}[w] \) at RDs into consideration. Connectivity then reveals the optimal transmission probability and random sub-channel assignment.

III. COVERAGE PROBABILITY IN CELLULAR INFRASTRUCTURE

We now examine the impact of D2D mode on the cellular coverage probability. In cellular communications in addition to the inter-system interference due to D2D mode, there exists inter-cell interference imposed by neighbors. Modeling and examining inter-cell interference is challenging and is affected by the cell-association policy and the resource-allocation strategy. We first need to elaborate cell association to evaluate the number of MUs served by each MBS. This is crucial in our analysis since each MBS is limited by its transmission power; the available power budget at each MBS should be shared among MUs in the associated coverage area. Here, for simplicity, we only consider an equal power allocation.

A. Cell Association

At the start of each frame, MBSs transmit pilot signals. The MUs then select the MBS with the strongest pilot. Two types of cell association are conceivable: long-term path-loss-based and short-term fading-based. In this paper, we only focus on these two broad types of cell association, although consideration of design-level aspects, such as traffic and energy efficiency, might also be useful [39], [40]. In path-loss-based cell association, MUs measure only the average power of received pilots, so the cell association may be valid for a number of frames depending on the mobility of the MUs. On the other hand, when cell association also captures the effect of fading fluctuations, for each frame a new cell association should be performed assuming that fading independently fluctuates at the start of each frame. For simplicity, we assume that the dedicated pilot channel is highly correlated with channel power gains belong to the considered part of the spectrum (with bandwidth \( W \)). In the following, we derive the load statistics for both path-loss-based and fading-based cell associations.

Theorem 1: In path-loss based cell association, \( \kappa = \frac{\lambda_D}{\lambda_U} \) is the mean number of MUs in each cell.

Proof: See Appendix I.

Since pilot measurements at MUs may not be done independently, the number of MUs associated with each MBS, \( N \), may not be Poisson r.v. In fact, by following notations presented in Appendix I, one may show that the Laplace transform of
$N$ upper-bounds the Laplace transform of a Poisson r.v. with parameter $\kappa$ as

$$L_N(s) = \mathbb{E}[e^{-s\sum_{n=0}^{\infty} \frac{(-\lambda_M(1-e^{-s}))^n}{n!}}]$$

where we have used the convexity of function $g(x) = x^n$ for $x \geq 0$ and integer $n$. Calculating the Laplace transform of $N$ is rather difficult and may not lead to a closed-form expression. On the other hand, as Fig. 2 illustrates, our simulation results indicate that random variable $N$ acts closely to a negative binomial random variable. Unfortunately, it is challenging to estimate the random variable from the Laplace transform. For tractability, $N$ is assumed to be Poisson r.v. with parameter $\kappa$. A Poisson random variable with parameter $\lambda$ is, in fact, a negative binomial r.v. with parameters $r$ and $p = \frac{\lambda}{\lambda + 1}$ when $r \to \infty$. Furthermore, the simulation results in Section V confirm that this is a reasonable assumption when analyzing the performance metrics in cellular and D2D networks.

**Proposition 1**: The average number of MUs associated with each MBS when cell association undergoes Rayleigh fading is $\bar{k} = \frac{\lambda_M}{\Gamma(\frac{1}{2})}$, where $\Gamma(\alpha) = (1 - \frac{2}{\alpha})\Gamma(1 + \frac{2}{\alpha})$.

**Proof**: See Appendix II.

**Remark 1**: Note that the approach for cell association in Theorem 1 and Proposition 1 is general enough to encompass more practically appealing scenarios. For instance, in reality, MUs are only capable of incorporating a limited number of MBs in the cell association mechanism due mainly to complexity and hardware limitations. It may be impossible to detect very weak received pilots, so one may suggest handling a limited number of pilots, emitted from MBS in the proximity, for the sake of cell association. By introducing $\gamma_M \geq 0$, we define a set $\Phi_M = \{y_j \in \Phi_M : P^c L(x_j,y_j) > \gamma_M\}$ for MUs that receive a strong enough pilot signal from MBS $i$. For MU $y_j$, we also define $\Phi_M = \{x_i \in \Phi_B : P^c L(x_i,M) > \gamma_M\}$, indicating the MBS that provides a strong enough pilot signal for MU $y_j$. Following the same lines in the proof of Theorem 1 in Appendix I, we have

$$\mathbb{E}^\gamma_M (\gamma_M) = (2\pi \lambda_M)^{-1} \mathbb{E} \left[ \sum_{y_j \in \Phi_M} \left( H^C L(x_i,y_j) \right)_{\gamma_M} \right]$$

which is equal to

$$\mathbb{E} \left[ \sum_{y_j \in \Phi_M} \left( H^C L(x_i,y_j) \right)_{\gamma_M} \right] = \mathbb{E} \left[ \sum_{y_j \in \Phi_M} \left( H^C L(x_i,y_j) \right)_{\gamma_M} \right] + \mathbb{E} \left[ \sum_{y_j \in \Phi_M} \left( H^C L(x_i,y_j) \right)_{\gamma_M} \right]$$

where $\gamma_M$ is the threshold for cell association.
It is easy to see that by letting \( \gamma_M = 0 \), (4) reduces to Proposition 1. Furthermore, increasing \( \gamma_M \) to \( \infty \) results in \( \kappa(\gamma_M) \rightarrow 0 \).

Let \( ||X_i|| \) be the distance between a typical MU located at the origin and MBS \( i \) provided that the MBS serves this user. In the following lemma, we derive the pdf of this random variable.

**Lemma 1:** In path-loss-based cell association, the pdf of r.v. \( ||X_i|| \) provided that MBS \( i \) serves a typical user is 
\[
 f_{||X_i||}(x) = 2\pi\lambda_B x e^{-\pi\lambda_B x^2} \quad \text{for } x > 0.
\]

**Remark 2:** Note that Theorem 1 and Lemma 1 are consistent with the Voronoi Tessellation prediction [30], [41]. Nevertheless, the approach developed in the proof of Theorem 1 is general and can handle more sophisticated scenarios, including fading-based cell association as presented in Lemma 2 below.

**Lemma 2:** When the cell-association procedure contains fading fluctuation, the pdf of random variable \( ||X_i|| \) is 
\[
 f_{||X_i||}(x) = 2\pi\lambda_B \Gamma(\alpha) x^{\alpha-1} e^{-\pi\lambda_B x^2} \quad \text{for } x > 0.
\]

**Proof:** See Appendix III.

Note that Lemmas 1 and 2 are general and do not depend on the Poisson assumption made on the probability mass function for random variable \( N \). Now, we are ready to analyze the coverage probability in a cellular network.

### B. Cellular Coverage Probability

We first focus on path-loss-based cell association. Due to the stationarity of the PPP, we only need to analyze the coverage probability at a typical MU located at the origin [42]. This user is in coverage if the received signal from the serving MBS is detectable. From a SINR point of view, the received SINR seen at a typical user \( y_0 \) associated with MBS \( i \) should be larger than system parameter \( \beta^C \). Let sub-channel \( w \) be assigned to MU \( y_0 \), the SINR is then given by

\[
\text{SINR}_i[w] = \frac{P_C}{N_i + 1 + \frac{P_0}{D_{C-w}} + \frac{P_0}{D_{C-w}} + \sigma^2}.
\]

Since MBS \( i \) already serves \( N_i \) MUs, we should divide transmission power \( P_i \) by \( N_i + 1 \) considering the typical user. Also, note that power allocation among MUs is not usually considered in formulating SINR and hence in analysis [15], [30], [31]. Thanks to the theoretical results of cell association developed in this paper, our coverage analysis covers close-to real situations accurately. In (5), \( I_{i_{C-w}}^0 \) denotes the inter-cell interference contribution from MBSs on sub-channel \( w \) and is formulated as

\[
I_{i_{C-w}}^0 = \sum_{x_j \in \Phi_B[w]} \frac{P_C H_{C-w} \lambda(x_j, y_0)^{-\alpha}}{N_i + 1 + \frac{P_0}{D_{C-w}} + \frac{P_0}{D_{C-w}} + \sigma^2} \alpha<1
\]

where set \( \Phi_B[w] \) with intensity measure \( \lambda_B[w] \) represents the MBSs that have MUs to serve on sub-channel \( w \). Let \( \Phi_B \) denote the MBSs that have MUs to serve, i.e., \( \Phi_B = \{ x_j \in \Phi_B \mid N_j > 0 \} \). The density of set \( \Phi_B \), \( \lambda_B \), by the result of Theorem 1 and Poisson assumption, is equal to

\[
\lambda_B = \lambda_B \Pr\{ N > 0 \} = \lambda_B (1 - e^{-\kappa}).
\]

Recall \( \kappa = \lambda_M / \lambda_B \), so in light load many MBSs stay silent. Further, for large enough \( \lambda_B \), \( \lambda_B \approx \lambda_M \). In the related literature it is assumed that all MBSs are always transmitting on all available sub-channels regardless of the load, while (7) indicates that depending on the load and density of MBSs, some MBSs may stay silent on some sub-channels, thus not contributing to inter-cell interference (6). Furthermore, (6) indicates that by increasing \( N_j \), the received inter-cell interference at a typical MU may decrease as MBSs are limited by the power budget. Nevertheless, since increasing \( N_j \), which happens by increasing \( \lambda_M \), results in increasing \( \lambda_B \), so the reduction in strength of (6) may partially be cancelled out. We do not consider situations in which the number of MUs associated with a MBS is larger than that of available sub-channels, \( J \). In view of \( J \gg 1 \), this might happen with a very small probability as \( \Pr\{ N_j > J \} \)

\[
= \sum_{n=J+1}^{\infty} e^{-\kappa \frac{M}{\lambda}} \frac{(\kappa \frac{M}{\lambda})^n}{n!} \text{ vanishes to zero.}
\]

In (5), \( I_{i_{C-w}}^0 \) represents the interference contribution from TDs that belong to \( \Psi_T^w \).

The coverage probability is the probability that an event that the SINR experienced by a typical user from his tagged MBS is larger than \( \beta^C \), and is expressed as

\[
\text{SINR}_C = \mathbb{E}\{ \text{SINR}_C > \beta^C \}.
\]

Unfortunately, it may not be easy to obtain this in probability. In particular, random variables \( I_{i_{C-w}}^0 \) and \( I_{i_{C-w}}^0 \) are correlated since the density \( \lambda_D[w] \) needs the evaluation of probabilities \( \Pr\{ I_{i_{C-w}}^0 \leq \sigma^2 e_D \} \) and \( \Pr\{ I_{i_{C-w}}^0 \leq \sigma^2 e_D \} \) that statistically depend on the MBS behaviors (density, power allocation, and serving load), which also indicates the statistics of \( I_{i_{C-w}}^0 \). \( I_{i_{C-w}}^0 \) is correlated with \( H_{C-w} \), as well, and hence the Laplace-transform-based approaches [30], [31] are not applicable in this case. We therefore wish to derive an upper-bound on the coverage probability, instead of the direct inspection of it.

**Theorem 2:** For given CPC \( (Q, \zeta) \), an upper-bound on the cellular coverage probability when cell association is based only on path-loss is

\[
2\pi\lambda_B \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} \frac{e^{-\kappa \frac{M}{\lambda}}}{n!} \int_0^{\infty} e^{-\beta^C (n+1)^{\frac{1}{\alpha}}} \int_{x=0}^{\infty} \frac{(1 + \zeta e^{-\beta^C (n+1)^{\frac{1}{\alpha}}})}{1 + N_r^\frac{1}{\alpha}} \frac{(1 + \zeta e^{-\beta^C (n+1)^{\frac{1}{\alpha}}})}{1 + N_r^\frac{1}{\alpha}} dx,
\]

where

\[
I_{i_{C-w}}^0 \left( \left( \left( \frac{\beta^C (n+1)^{\frac{1}{\alpha}}}{\alpha} \right)^2 \right) \right) = \int_{r > \left( \left( \frac{\beta^C (n+1)^{\frac{1}{\alpha}}}{\alpha} \right)^2 \right)} \mathbb{E}_{N_j > 0} \left( \frac{1}{1 + N_r^\frac{1}{\alpha}} \right) dr.
\]

**Proof:** See Appendix IV.

**Remark 3:** For the special case of the interference-limited scenario, \( \sigma^2 = 0 \), and when CPC \( (0, 0) \), Theorem 2 is

\[2\] For example, in OFDM modulation many sub-carriers are available for each coherence bandwidth.

\[3\] Event \( \{ N_j > J \} \) is actually akin to blockage in cellular communications.
simplified such that $P_c^C$ is approximated via

$$e^{-\kappa} \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} \frac{\kappa^n}{n!} \frac{1}{1 + \frac{1-e^{-\kappa}}{n} \left( \beta^C(n+1) \right)^\frac{\alpha}{2} F \left( \left( \beta^C(n+1) \right)^\frac{\alpha-\frac{\alpha}{2}}{2}, \frac{\alpha}{2} \right)}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

As can be seen from this equation, $P_c^C$ depends on the densities of the MBSs and the MUs through the parameter $\kappa$. $P_c^C$ is also a non-increasing function of $\kappa$.

Remark 4: Note that (8) and $F \left( \left( \beta^C(n+1) \right)^\frac{\alpha}{2}, \frac{\alpha}{2} \right)$ involve the calculation of a series of infinite length. Our simulation results show that only the first 25 values provide accuracy. This might also be observed from a close scrutiny of Remark 3. In fact, when $n \gg 1$, the term $\left( \beta^C(n+1) \right)^\frac{\alpha}{2} F \left( \left( \beta^C(n+1) \right)^\frac{\alpha-\frac{\alpha}{2}}{2}, \frac{\alpha}{2} \right)$ rapidly converges to $\infty$ at a rate almost equal to $n^{2/\alpha}$.

Remark 5: In the proof of Theorem 2, we have assumed that the loads of distinct cells, $N_j$, are identical and independent random variables. Our simulation results indicate that the Complementary Cumulative Distribution Functions (CCDFs) of $N_j \forall j \neq 0$ are in fact identical (see Fig. 3). Nevertheless, the CCDF of r.v. $N_0$ is slightly different from the others.\(^4\) This assumption, however, makes the mathematical development tractable and it possible to incorporate the load-based power allocation and cell-association mechanism in the study of cellular coverage probability and the D2D performance. Our simulation results confirm that the nonidentical phenomenon does not degrade the accuracy of the bound of Theorem 2. This is verifiable, especially when $(Q, \zeta) = (0, 0)$, see Fig. 5 in Section V.

Furthermore, the issue we need to discuss is the independence of $N_j \forall j = 0, 1, \ldots$. Fig. 4 indicates that there are non-negligible correlations between the loads of each cell and at least 3 nearest adjacent cells. The correlation coefficient of the

\(^4\)In queuing systems, this phenomenon is known as Feller's paradox and states that the average time between the previous and next points in a point process is greater than the expected interval between points. In our model, knowing that an MU connects to the strongest pilot, which is equivalent to connecting to the nearest MBS in the case of path-loss-based cell association, increases the expected coverage of a typical cell [43], which in turn implies a nonidentical CCDFs of loads in the network.
loads between each cell and the closest cell thereof is about 0.29. However, this correlation rapidly converges to 0 for cells sufficiently far from each other. Again, our simulation results show that this dependency may not affect the accuracy of Theorem 2, as can be seen when $(Q, \zeta) = (0, 0)$ in Fig. 5 in Section V.

**Theorem 3:** With fading-based cell association, an upper-bound on the coverage probability is

$$P_c^S \leq 2\pi \lambda B \Gamma(\alpha) e^{-\kappa} \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} \frac{\kappa^n}{n!} \int_0^\infty \left( e^{-\hat{\lambda}_B[w]} + e^{-\hat{\lambda}_B[w]+Y_Q} \right)$$

$$\times e^{-\pi \lambda B \Gamma(\alpha) \kappa^2 x^2} dx, \tag{10}$$

where $\kappa$ is given as in Proposition 1, $Y_Q$, $Y$, and $\hat{\lambda}_B[w]$, respectively, are

$$Y_Q = 2\pi \hat{\lambda}_B[w] \int_0^\infty \frac{1 - e^{-\alpha \beta^C(\alpha+1)}}{1 + (\frac{\alpha}{1})^\alpha} r dr,$$

$$\times \left[ 1 - e^{-\alpha \beta^C(\alpha+1) \left( 1 + \left( \frac{\alpha}{1} \right)^\alpha \right)} \right] \tag{11}$$

$$Y = 2\pi \hat{\lambda}_B[w] \int_0^\infty \frac{1 - e^{-\alpha^2 \beta^C(\alpha+1)}}{1 + (\frac{\alpha}{1})^\alpha} r dr,$$

$$\times \left[ 1 - e^{-\alpha^2 \beta^C(\alpha+1) \left( 1 + \left( \frac{\alpha}{1} \right)^\alpha \right)} \right] \tag{12}$$

and

$$\hat{\lambda}_B[w] = \pi \hat{\lambda}_B[w] ||x||^2 \mathbb{E} \left[ \left( \frac{\beta^C(n+1)}{N} \right)^{\frac{2}{\alpha}} - 1 \right]^+$$

$$\times \int_0^\infty \frac{dr}{1 + r^2} + Y_Q. \tag{13}$$

**Proof:** See Appendix V.

**Remark 6:** For the special case of $(Q, \zeta) = (0, 0)$ and when the system is in an interference-limited regime, the bound of Theorem 3 is simplified to

$$\sum_{n=0}^{\infty} \frac{\kappa^n}{n!} \Gamma(\alpha)$$

$$\times e^{-\kappa \mathbb{E}_{\beta^C(\alpha+1)}} \int_0^\infty \left( \frac{2\mathbb{E} \left[ \left( \frac{\beta^C(n+1)}{N} \right)^{\frac{2}{\alpha}} - 1 \right]^+}{\frac{\pi}{1+r^2}} \right) dr \tag{14}$$

The ratio $\mathbb{E}_{\beta^C(\alpha+1)}$ is a significant parameter in the coverage performance of a cellular system.

**Remark 7:** Theorem 3 relies on the assumption that loads in distinct cells are independent and identical. Theoretically, this is not entirely true (see Figs. 3 and 4), however the assumption causes the negligibly small inaccuracy in coverage. See Fig. 5 in Section V.

**Remark 8:** Theorems 2 and 3 describe the relationship between cellular coverage probability and CPC that is very important from a design point of view. In essence, we need to examine bounds (8), for the case of path-loss based cell association, for different values of CPC and derive the maximum acceptable value as described thoroughly in Section V. By doing this, we finally are able to design the D2D network without worrying about the coverage performance of the cellular system.

For a given CPC, it is then necessary to design a D2D mode such that (i) CPC is met and (ii) devices can form a connected ad hoc network. In the next section, we will show that appropriate choices of density of devices and transmission activity meet these two requirements.

**IV. CONNECTIVITY IN A D2D NETWORK**

In this section we show how to design a D2D network with the maximum allowable density $\lambda_B[w]$ of devices and the optimal transmission probability (activity) $a_D^*$. The D2D mode must guarantee the satisfaction of CPC $(Q, \zeta)$ that results in a bound on $\lambda_B^*[w]$. For given system parameters, a system designer only needs to adjust the density of devices, thereby making the implementation easy and straightforward.

Devices in cognitive assistance-free D2D communications are operationally controllable via node density, and connectivity becomes a crucial performance metric, provided devices can communicate with any desired destination through multi-hop communication. Whether a TD gets isolated/disconnected or not becomes a key concern in assistance-free D2D communications. In this section we study the isolation probability and connectivity as the main metrics to evaluate the performance of cognitive assistance-free D2D communications in cellular infrastructures. Isolation might be rare but may occur at the cost of moderate to high CPC. Furthermore, we are able to suggest an upper-bound on the transmission probability $a_D^*$ that ensures percolation in the network. This is practically important, as a careful design of transmission probability can result in formation of almost entirely connected clusters.

**A. The Collision Probability Constraint (CPC)**

The interference probability in (1) indicates the probability of imposing greater interference on MUs than the interference threshold $Q$. TDs with both overlay and underlay spectrum
access contribute to the interference. Thus, we first need to evaluate \( \lambda_D^D[w] \) and \( \lambda_D^O[w] \).

**Proposition 2:** The density of TDs with overlay spectrum access may be approximated as

\[
\lambda_D^D[w] \approx \lambda_D[w]a_D[w]e^{-\hat{\lambda}_B[w]} \left( \frac{\rho_c}{\sigma_D^2} \right)^{\frac{2}{\lambda}} \Gamma \left( 1 + \frac{2}{\lambda} \right) e^{-\kappa} \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \frac{e^{-\frac{\lambda}{\lambda}}}{\pi n^{\frac{2}{\lambda}}}. \tag{15}
\]

**Proof:** See Appendix VI.

Knowing \( \lambda_D^D[w] \), it is easy to show \( \lambda_D^O[w] \) is approximated via

\[
\lambda_D[w]a_D[w] \left( 1 - e^{-\hat{\lambda}_B[w]} \left( \frac{\rho_c}{\sigma_D^2} \right)^{\frac{2}{\lambda}} \Gamma \left( 1 + \frac{2}{\lambda} \right) e^{-\kappa} \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \frac{e^{-\frac{\lambda}{\lambda}}}{\pi n^{\frac{2}{\lambda}}} \right). \tag{16}
\]

Impacts of \( \hat{\lambda}_B[w] \) and \( \kappa \) are notable in (15) and (16), but it may be impossible to predict how these two densities behave by changing densities of MBSs and MUs. On the other hand, our simulation results in Section V indicate that as \( \lambda_M \) increases, \( \lambda_D^D[w] \) first decreases and then for sufficiently high \( \lambda_M \), starts increasing. For a populated cellular network, devices frequently find sub-channels idle. This is somewhat surprising, but intuitively makes sense noticing the imposed interference at the TD I because of the transmission activity of active MBSs, i.e.,

\[
I^{L}_{\rightarrow D}[w] = \sum_{x_j \in \Phi_D[w]} \frac{P_C}{N_0} H^{CD}(x_j, z_l)^{-\alpha}. \tag{17}
\]

MBSs are sharing the available power across MUs in the corresponding coverage area. Hence, for sufficiently heavy load in the cellular system the allocated power at each MBS on given sub-channel \( w \), and consequently accumulated interference at TDs, decreases by increasing the density of MUs. Further, note that although (15) and (16) are the estimates of \( \lambda_D^D[w] \) and \( \lambda_D^O[w] \), our simulations indicate that such estimations are fairly accurate, and hence they may be treated as true densities.

Let us proceed to obtain \( \lambda_{D}^s[w] \). To this end, we set \( \rho_1 = \mathbb{P}\{\hat{\lambda}_B[w] > Q\} = \zeta \). CPC also indicates devices’ opportunities for spectrum access. With the virtue of near-field approximation [15], [44], we are able to provide a precise approximation of the interference probability. As a result, \( \lambda_{D}^s[w] \) should satisfy

\[
\exp\left \{ -\hat{\lambda}_B[w] \right \} \left( \frac{\rho_c}{\sigma_D^2} \right)^{\frac{2}{\lambda}} \exp\left \{ -\lambda_D^O[w] \right \} \left( \frac{\rho_c}{\sigma_D^2} \right)^{\frac{2}{\lambda}} = 1 - \zeta, \quad \text{or equivalently,}
\]

\[
\lambda_{D}^O[w]P_U^\frac{2}{\lambda} + \lambda_{D}^s[w]P_U^2 = \frac{Q^2 \ln 1}{\lambda^{\frac{2}{\lambda}} \Gamma(1 + \frac{2}{\lambda})}. \quad \text{Thus, substituting (15) and (16), we obtain \( \lambda_{D}^s[w] \) as:}
\]

\[
\lambda_{D}^s[w] = \frac{Q^2 \ln 1}{a_D[w] \Gamma(1 + \frac{2}{\lambda}) \left( \frac{\rho_c}{\sigma_D^2} \right)^{\frac{2}{\lambda}} + \left( P_U^\frac{2}{\lambda} - P_U^2 \right) e^{-\hat{\theta}}} \tag{18}
\]

where \( \hat{\theta} = \pi \hat{\lambda}_B[w] \left( \frac{\rho_c}{\sigma_D^2} \right)^{\frac{2}{\lambda}} \Gamma \left( 1 + \frac{2}{\lambda} \right) e^{-\kappa} \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \frac{e^{-\frac{\lambda}{\lambda}}}{\pi n^{\frac{2}{\lambda}}}. \)

**Remark 9:** Under \( \lambda_D^s[w] \), underlay spectrum sharing outperforms mixed overlay–underlay spectrum sharing because (18) is always smaller than \( \frac{Q^2 \ln 1}{a_D[w] \Gamma(1 + \frac{2}{\lambda}) \left( P_U^\frac{2}{\lambda} (1 - e^{-\hat{\theta}}) \right)} \), which is the maximum allowable density of devices when the spectrum sharing is underlay. Furthermore, overlay spectrum sharing outperforms mixed overlay–underlay if \( P_U^\frac{2}{\lambda} > (1 - e^{-\hat{\theta}})^\frac{2}{\lambda} \). If \( P_U^\frac{2}{\lambda} < (e^\theta - 1)^\frac{2}{\lambda} P_U^\frac{2}{\lambda} \), overlay is also superior to the underlay. That is consistent with the intuition that the lower the transmission powers, the higher the maximum permissible density of devices.

We can see that \( \lambda_D^O[w] \) incorporates major system parameters, especially the density of MUs and MBSs as well as CPC. Hence, using (18), a fulfilling interaction between the D2D mode and the cellular requirement is guaranteed. Whenever the density of devices is lower than \( \lambda_D^D[w] \), the D2D mode is transparent to the cellular network. This makes the configuration of a D2D network very straightforward and also flexible for the main system parameters, such as the density of MUs and MBSs, and the CPC.

**B. Connectivity in the D2D Network**

In the previous subsection, we derived an upper-bound on the density of devices. This permissible density keeps the D2D network operationally transparent to the cellular network, however devices may inevitably end up in isolation if transmission activity chooses haphazardly. We investigate the D2D network performance from a percolation perspective in order to derive the appropriate transmission activity that ensures connectivity in D2D mode with limited density. Our analysis provides instructive guidelines, with which one can judiciously adjust the transmission activity to preserve the connectivity in D2D mode.

A primary approach to understanding connectivity in wireless communications is to use the site-percolation model. This model can successfully predict the necessary condition for the network to blow up, or be fully connected. When the network percolates, it contains clusters of infinite size, so each node can reach the other nodes via multi-hop communication [33], [34]. To study the connectivity in a D2D network, we first derive the isolation probability that prohibits multi-hop communication. The lower the isolation probability, the higher the likelihood of reaching the destination via multi-hop communication.

**Theorem 4:** Let \( \beta^D \) be the SINR threshold at the RDs, a lower bound on the isolation probability on sub-channel \( w \) is \( e^{-\hat{\delta}[w]} \) where \( \hat{\delta}[w] \) is the mean degree of a typical TD and is equal to \( \frac{1}{a_D[w]} \left( U[w] + T_O[w] \right) \)

\[
U_T[w] = 2\pi\lambda_D^s[w] \int_0^\infty e^{-\frac{\beta^D \alpha \Theta^2}{\sigma_D^2}} e^{-\frac{\beta^D \sigma_D^2}{\sigma_D^2} \left( \frac{\beta^D \sigma_D^2}{\sigma_D^2} \right)^{\frac{2}{\lambda}} r^2} dr, \tag{19}
\]

\[
T_O[w] = 2\pi\lambda_D^O[w] \int_0^\infty e^{-\frac{\beta^D \alpha \Theta^2}{\sigma_D^2}} e^{-\frac{\beta^D \sigma_D^2}{\sigma_D^2} \left( \frac{\beta^D \sigma_D^2}{\sigma_D^2} \right)^{\frac{2}{\lambda}} r^2} dr, \tag{20}
\]

and \( \hat{\delta} = \pi \hat{\lambda}_B[w] \left( \frac{\rho_c}{\sigma_D^2} \right)^{\frac{2}{\lambda}} \Gamma \left( 1 + \frac{2}{\lambda} \right) e^{-\kappa} \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \frac{e^{-\frac{\lambda}{\lambda}}}{\pi n^{\frac{2}{\lambda}}}. \)

Furthermore,

\[
\lambda_D^D[w] \approx \frac{Q^2 \ln 1}{\lambda^{\frac{2}{\lambda}} \Gamma(1 + \frac{2}{\lambda}) \left( \frac{\rho_c}{\sigma_D^2} \right)^{\frac{2}{\lambda}} + \left( P_U^\frac{2}{\lambda} - P_U^2 \right) e^{-\hat{\theta}}} \tag{21}
\]

and

\[
\lambda_D^O[w] \approx \frac{Q^2 \ln 1}{\lambda^{\frac{2}{\lambda}} \Gamma(1 + \frac{2}{\lambda}) \left( P_U^\frac{2}{\lambda} - P_U^2 \right) e^{-\hat{\theta}}} \tag{22}
\]
Proof: See Appendix VII. $\frac{1 - a_D[w]}{\text{PD}[w]} T_U[w] - \frac{1 - a_D[w]}{\text{PD}[w]} T_O[w]$ indicates the out-degree of a TD if the access is underlay (overlay). Further, (\text{PD}_{\text{U}}[w]/a_D[w]) is the permissible density of devices with underlay (overlay) access. Note that the lower $\text{PD}_{\text{U}}[w]/a_D[w]$ and or $\text{PD}_{\text{O}}[w]/a_D[w]$ is, the lower out-degree is, and the higher isolation probability is.

Remark 10: Mixed overlay–underlay spectrum sharing always results in a lower isolation probability than both overlay and underlay. For the interference-limited scenario, Theorem 4 could be simplified to $T_U[w] = \frac{\pi \lambda_D[w] \lambda_D[w]}{\text{PD}[w]} e^{\frac{\pi \lambda_D[w] \lambda_D[w]}{\text{PD}[w]}} - \frac{\pi}{\lambda_D[w]}$, $T_O[w] = \frac{\pi \lambda_D[w] \lambda_D[w]}{\text{PD}[w]} e^{\frac{\pi \lambda_D[w] \lambda_D[w]}{\text{PD}[w]}} - \frac{\pi}{\lambda_D[w]}$. In this regime, underlay spectrum sharing results in a smaller isolation probability than overlay if $P_D < (\epsilon O - 1) 2 P_D^O$. This is consistent with our intuition that the larger the transmission power, the lower the isolation probability.

Remark 11: Note that Theorem 4 provides a lower bound of the isolation probability. This is mainly because, as in [33], we ignore the interference contribution from the TDs. It is challenging to incorporate this interference because of the dependency between the cellular contribution and the ‘TDs’ contribution on the imposed interference in an RD. Nevertheless, since we are seeking the availability of a sufficiently low isolation probability, this estimate may not hurt the accuracy of the results. Assuming that $I_{\text{PD} \rightarrow \text{D}}$ and $I_{\text{PD} \rightarrow \text{O}}$ are independent, we can make a more realistic approximation of the isolation probability. Here, $I_{\text{PD} \rightarrow \text{D}}[w] = \sum_{z_i \in \Phi_D^O[w]} P_D H_{\text{PD}[z_i,y_i]} - \alpha_D + \sum_{z_i \in \Phi_D^O[w]} P_D H_{\text{PD}[z_i,y_i]} - \alpha_D$, where we consider a different path-loss exponent $\alpha_D$ for generality. Incorporating $I_{\text{PD} \rightarrow \text{D}}$ does not alter the results of Theorem 4 (and thus Theorem 5), if $T_U[w]$ and $T_O[w]$ are updated appropriately. In such a scenario, $T_U[w]$ is

$$2 \pi \lambda_D[w] \int_0^\infty e^{-\frac{\pi \lambda_D[w] \lambda_D[w]}{\text{PD}[w]}} \left[ e^{-\frac{\pi \lambda_D[w] \lambda_D[w]}{\text{PD}[w]}} - \frac{\pi}{\lambda_D[w]} \right] d r d r.$$  

A similar formulation can also be suggested for $T_O[w]$.

Theorem 4 relates the isolation probability to cellular parameters, such as $\kappa$ and the density of active MBSs. Furthermore, the impact of overlay/underlay power transmission, the sensing threshold, the CPC, and the maximum density of devices are clearly captured.

In the above discussion, we see the impact of transmission activity on the isolation probability. A natural question that may arise is the possibility to tune transmission activity while considering the satisfaction of the CPC as well as the preservation of connectivity in the D2D network. We call this transmission activity the optimal transmission activity $a_D[w]$. In the following Theorem, we derive an upper-bound on $a_D[w]$.

Theorem 5: An upper-bound on the optimal access probability $a_D[w]$ that ensures the necessary condition for percolation is $(1 - \frac{1}{T_U[w] + T_O[w]})$ where $T_U[w]$ and $T_O[w]$ are given in Theorem 4.

Proof: See Appendix VIII.

Theorem 5 provides a straightforward configuration of D2D mode. It is only necessary to calculate $T_U[w]$ and $T_O[w]$, which are functions of $\kappa$, the density of active MBSs, the overlay/underlay power transmission, the sensing threshold, the CPC, and the maximum density of devices. The percolation is then guaranteed in the D2D network. Further, having the maximum transmission probability as the performance metric, the statements of Remarks 14 and 15 remain valid.

V. EVALUATION RESULTS

In this section we present some simulation results to delineate the interaction between cellular and D2D networks. Finally, we will investigate the isolation probability and the connectivity, confirming the possibility of establishing a cognitive assistance-free D2D mode. For this, we have 100 000 realizations of the network and in each realization MBSs, MUs, and devices are randomly scattered in a circular region with radius 7000 units. We are also interested in the accuracy of coverage bounds and the appropriate range of CPC. Our simulation parameters are set as: path-loss exponent $\alpha = 4$, number of sub-channels $J = 100$, pilot power $P_D^P = 30$ Watts, transmission power at MBS $P_D = 50$ Watts, density of devices $\lambda_D = 10^{-2}$, overlay transmission power $P_D^O = 0.5$ Watts, underlay transmission power $P_D^D = 0.1$ Watts, sensing threshold $\epsilon_{th} = 10$, CPC $(Q, \zeta) = (\sigma^2, 0.05)$, and $\sigma^2 = 10^{-13}$ Watts.

A. Coverage Probability

Fig. 5 shows the coverage probability for a cellular system without D2D mode. In this case, Theorems 2 and 3 closely follow the simulation results. This figure also indicates that fading-based cell association does not offer any visible enhancement in coverage probability compared to the path-loss-based cell association. We would also like to point out that by increasing the load, the coverage probability decreases. It might partially be due to the fact that power allocated to each MU decreases the strength of the received signal compared to the interference. As to (6), the received interference might also be reduced (we will present more obvious evidences on this when we study the density of TDs with overlay and/or underlay spectrum access in Fig. 9) due to the reduction of allocated power on each sub-channel. But the observed reduction in the signal strength can cancel the impact of reduction in interference. Increasing the density of MBSs can improve the coverage performance due mainly to strengthening the transmission signals, as MBSs have a smaller number of MUs to serve.

Fig. 5 exhibits some interesting results on the accuracy of the bounds provided in Theorems 2 and 3. As also mentioned in Remarks 5 and 7, we assume the loads of cells to be independent and identical in deriving these bounds. Fig. 5 confirms that such an assumption does not harm the accuracy of the bounds.
Fig. 6. Coverage probability versus $\lambda_M$ when D2D mode is allowed and cell association is based on path-loss.

Fig. 7. Coverage probability versus interference threshold constraint for different values of $\zeta$.

Fig. 8. Coverage probability versus $\lambda_M$ when D2D mode is allowed and cell association is done based on fading.

For fading-based cell association, the developed bound then may not be tight enough for finding an appropriate CPC. From Figs. 6 and 8, we notice that the simulation results in both path-loss-based and fading-based associations are close enough, so we may use Theorem 2 to derive CPC for the case of fading-based cell associations.

It is noteworthy that although here we only focus on assistance-free D2D communications, Fig. 6 also indicates some interesting aspects of network-assisted D2D communications, where devices could also receive/send data via downlink channels. For example, assume $\lambda_B = 3 \times 10^{-5}$ and the cellular load is not heavy, e.g., $\lambda_M = 10^{-5}$. If coverage performance $0.7$ is acceptable in the primary service, which is equivalent to the cell load $\lambda_M = 5 \times 10^{-5}$, then MBSs are able to provide assistance to devices with density $\lambda_D - \lambda_D^* = 4 \times 10^{-5}$ (as we have already assigned devices with density $\lambda_D^*$ for assistance-free mode). This implies that depending on the cellular load, MBSs can adaptively provide network assistance for devices without jeopardizing the required coverage performance.

B. D2D Connectivity

Fig. 9 shows the density of devices with overlay access. Intuitively, in case of low load in the cellular infrastructure, a small $\lambda_M$, many devices will sense the spectrum as idle, so $\lambda_D^*[w]$ is large. Completely opposite to our intuition, it is observed that for large enough $\lambda_M$, $\lambda_D^*[w]$ starts to increase, and thus, in case of dense load in the cellular network, devices find the spectrum fairly under-utilized again. We believe that this is because of the swift reduction of available power at MBSs for each MU. This may also indicate some clues regarding the observed high outage in Fig. 5 in a heavy load regime. It is observed that as the spectrum sensing threshold, $\epsilon_{th}$, increases, $\lambda_D^*[w]$ decreases.

Fig. 10 shows the interference probability versus $\lambda_D$. Aligned with our intuition, the higher the density of devices, the larger the interference probability. Furthermore, the interference probability is reduced by increasing $Q$. Note that our analysis can accurately predict the real trends.
Fig. 9. $\lambda_D^* [w]$ versus $\lambda_M$.

Fig. 10. The interference probability constraint versus $\lambda_D$.

Fig. 11. $\lambda_D^*$ versus $\lambda_M$ for different values of $\lambda_B$.

Fig. 12 illustrates the behavior of the maximum permissible density of devices $\lambda_D^*$ versus the density of MBSs and MUs. As one can see, the greater the density of MBSs, the greater the density of devices. Moreover, for sufficiently small and large density of MUs, the density of MBSs does not have any impact on the density of devices since many devices find the spectrum idle. For given $\lambda_B$ there is a peak in the value of $\lambda_D^*$ when the density of the MUs is changed. We will use this behavior to formulate guidelines in Section VI for implementation of D2D communications in cellular bands.

Fig. 12 illustrates the isolation probability versus $Q/\sigma^2$ and transmission probability. The higher the CPC, the lower isolation probability. This is because $\lambda_D^*$ is an increasing function of CPC. Furthermore, for low enough transmission activity $a_D$, a TD rarely ends up in isolation regardless of any CPC. In fact, forcing many devices to be in receiving mode will limit isolation incidents. This figure also shows that for moderate transmission activity and practically acceptable CPC, e.g., $\zeta < 0.05$ and $Q \lesssim \sigma^2$, cognitive assistance-free D2D communications can guarantee a low isolation probability.

Fig. 13 depicts $a_D^* [w]$ versus $\lambda_M$ and $\lambda_B$. It shows that for very low load and low MBS’s density, $a_D^* [w] \approx 1$. Thus, a D2D network will percolate even if the density of TDs is high. Here, $a_D^* [w]$ is an upper-bound on the optimal transmission activity due to the ignorance of mutual interference among devices. As the load of MUs increases, we need to push more devices into receiving mode to preserve percolation. Furthermore, when the load in the cellular network is low, increasing $\lambda_B$ may not affect the percolation and thus high $a_D^* [w]$ can still preserve connectivity.

Finally, Fig. 14 illustrates the impact of path-loss exponent $\alpha_D$ introduced in Remark 11 and the SINR threshold $\beta_D$ on the isolation probability and the optimal transmission probability when the contribution from the device’s interference is also incorporated. As $\alpha_D$ increases, the isolation probability increases as a by-product of the severe signal attenuation of high path-loss exponent. This results in a very low isolation probability (i.e., guaranteeing connectivity). On the other hand, modulation mechanisms such as CDMA can definitely compensate this phenomenon. Unfortunately, for a very high path-loss exponent, even a very low SINR threshold is not effective, thus calling for more sophisticated signal processing mechanisms such as beamforming and/or MAC scheduling.

VI. DISCUSSION ON IMPLEMENTATION

This section addresses the design issues of the D2D network based on the developed analysis in this paper. The central objective is the connectivity of assistance-free D2D network under the preservation of the coverage performance in cellular system. Although the analysis of this paper covers only the assistance-free D2D mode, the proposed implementation guideline covers the assistance-based D2D mode too. Suppose (i) system parameters including $\lambda_B$ are fixed and given, and (ii) we need to design a D2D system for the operating point $\lambda_M^*$ and $\lambda_D^*$. We first fix the transmission probability $a_D$. From Fig. 11, for given $\lambda_B$, there is a value of $\lambda_M^*$ that makes the permissible density $\lambda_D^*$ reach its peak, denoted by $\lambda_D^{**}$. We write $\lambda_D^*(a_D, \lambda_M)$ to express dependency on the arguments, whenever necessary. We propose a procedure to assign devices with $\lambda_D^{**}$ to the assistance-free D2D communications and devices...
with density \( \tilde{\lambda}_M \) to assistance-based D2D communications. We propose the following steps.

1) For given density of MUs, \( \lambda_M \), and CPC \((Q, \zeta)\), derive \( \lambda^*_D \) in (18).
2) Obtain \( \lambda^*_M \) as \( \lambda^*_M = \arg \max \lambda^*_D(a_D, \mu) \).
3) Obtain \( \lambda^{**}_D = \lambda^*_D(a_D, \lambda^*_M) \) that is the maximum allowable density of assistance-free devices when the density of MUs is \( \lambda^*_M \).
4) For given density \( \lambda_M \), we define \( \tilde{\lambda}_M \) as \( \tilde{\lambda}_M = \max\{\lambda^*_M - \lambda_M, 0\} \).
5) Assign a set of devices with density \( \tilde{\lambda}_M \) to be a part of the MUs. These devices could communicate according to assistance-based D2D communications via the cellular infrastructure. Check the coverage performance of the cellular system with load \( \lambda^*_M \) and CPC \((Q, \zeta)\). If it is satisfactory, then go to step 6, else find a new CPC \((Q', \zeta')\) that meets the coverage requirements.
6) Set \((Q, \zeta) = (Q', \zeta')\) and go to step 1.
7) Calculate \( a_D^* \) for total cellular load \( \lambda^*_M \). This value guarantees the connectivity among assistance-free devices with density \( \lambda^{**}_D \).
8) Now, go back and repeat steps 1 to 6 by replacing \( a_D \) with \( a_D^* \) and then terminate the procedure after performing step 6.

There is also room for assigning devices to either assistance-free D2D mode or assistance-based D2D mode. One possible approach is to assign devices with severe delay penalties to assistance-based D2D communications, provided the density does not violate \( \tilde{\lambda}_M \). On the other hand, devices that are falling in cell edges and have elastic data for transmission could be assigned for assistance-free D2D communications. In this case, according to the developed cognitive assistance-free D2D communications, the data will be transported via multi-hop communications toward the devices that are either the final destinations or close enough to a MBS for assistance-based D2D mode. This is important for interference management in cellular communications as long distance communication between devices would be split in many short distance communications.

Another policy in assigning the devices to either assistance-based or assistance-free D2D communications can be managed with the cellular signaling mechanism. Devices that can detect at least \( L \in \mathbb{N} \) different pilot signals, where \( L \) is a system design parameter, could be used for assistance-based D2D communications. Since pilot detection depends mainly on the strength of the received pilot and threshold \( \gamma_M \), according to Remark 1, the designer needs to choose \( L \) such that \( P\{\text{Detecting } L \text{ Pilots}\} = \frac{\tilde{\lambda}_M}{\tilde{\lambda}_M + \lambda^*_D} \). The remaining devices will be assigned to assistance-free D2D communications.

VII. CONCLUSION

We proposed mixed overlay–underlay spectrum sharing for assistance-free D2D mode in cellular communication systems. Many important aspects of these systems have been analyzed and appropriate performance metrics have been derived. Guidelines for designing key system parameters have been presented. In conclusion, this paper provided:

1) A thorough analysis to accurately capture the interactions between devices and cellular infrastructures using tools from PPP and stochastic geometry.
2) New insights on modeling and analysis of cell-association mechanisms, load characterization, and power allocation. Different cell-association mechanisms, such as path-loss, fading, and threshold-based cell associations, have been analyzed. We further observed that loads of distinct cells are almost identical and independent. This allowed us to study the load-based power allocation in cellular systems which is new and led us to more accurate interference characterization and coverage analysis in cellular systems as well as opportunity detection in cognitive D2D systems. Finally, we derived accurate upper bounds of the coverage probability of cellular systems, highlighting the importance of the ratio among the density of MUs and MBSs, power allocation, and the impact of silent MBSs.

3) Decoupling the design of the assistance-free D2D network from cellular systems by choosing permissible CPC values that preserve coverage performance of the cellular system. Using the value of CPC, we derived the maximum permissible density and the maximum transmission probability of devices that preserve connectivity and low isolation probability in D2D mode.

4) Implementation guidelines. Accurate system design is made possible to accommodate not only assistance-free D2D communications but also assistance-based D2D communications. Some insights in assigning devices to these two groups were also discussed.

**APPENDIX I**

**Proof of Theorem 1:** We first note that mobile $y$ will connect to MBS $i$ if the observed pilot strength is the strongest among all measured pilots, i.e., $P_i^CL(x_i, y) > \max_{x_j \in \Phi_B / x_i} P_i^CL(x_j, y)$. Let $B(d)$ be a disc with radius $d$ and the center at the origin, then the average number of mobiles that associate themselves with MBS $i$ is

$$\kappa_i = \lim_{d \to \infty} \frac{1}{d^2} \sum_{y \in \Phi_M \cap B(d)} \mathbb{P} \left( \frac{L(x_i, y) - \alpha}{\max_{x_j \in \Phi_B / x_i} L(x_j, y) - \alpha} > 1 \right).$$

Applying Campbell’s Theorem [45], $\kappa_i$ reduces to:

$$(2\pi\lambda_M)^{-1} \kappa_i = \lim_{d \to \infty} \frac{d}{d^2} \mathbb{P} \left( \frac{r - \alpha}{\max_{x_j \in \Phi_B / x_i} \|x_j\| - \alpha} > 1 \right) r dr$$

$$= \lim_{d \to \infty} \frac{d}{d^2} \mathbb{P} \left( \prod_{x_j \in \Phi_B / x_i} 1 \left( \frac{r - \alpha}{\|x_j\| - \alpha} > 1 \right) \right) r dr$$

$$= \lim_{d \to \infty} \frac{d}{d^2} \mathbb{P} \left( e^{\sum_{x_j \in \Phi_B / x_i} \ln \left( \frac{r - \alpha}{\|x_j\| - \alpha} \right)} \right) r dr.$$

(24)

Noticing that for given $r < d < \infty$ the function $\Sigma(r) = \sum_{x_j \in \Phi_B / x_i} \ln 1(\frac{r - \alpha}{\|x_j\| - \alpha})$, satisfies the necessary and sufficient conditions of Campbell’s Theorem, i.e., $\int_0^\infty \min \{1, \int_0^r \ln 1(\frac{r - \alpha}{\|x_j\| - \alpha}) \} dx = \int_0^r x dx < \infty$. Adopting Campbell’s Theorem, there then holds

$$\kappa_i = 2\pi\lambda_M \int_0^\infty e^{-\frac{\lambda_B}{\lambda_M}} \left( 1 - e^{\ln \left( \frac{r - \alpha}{\|x_j\| - \alpha} \right)} \right) d\alpha r dr$$

$$= 2\pi\lambda_M \int_0^\infty e^{-\frac{\lambda_B}{\lambda_M}} \left( 1 - e^{\ln \left( \frac{r - \alpha}{\|x_j\| - \alpha} \right)} \right) d\alpha r dr$$

(25)

By straightforward integration, it is easy to verify that $\kappa_i = \kappa = \lambda_M / \lambda_B$.

**APPENDIX II**

**Proof of Proposition 1:** The proof is similar to Theorem 1, so we briefly present necessary steps. Mobile $y$ will connect to MBS $i$ if the observed pilot strength is the strongest among all measured pilots, i.e., $P_i^CH_{i,j}^CL(x_i, y) > \max_{x_j \in \Phi_B / x_i} P_i^CH_{i,j}^CL(x_j, y)$. Let $\kappa_i$ be...
the mean value of the number of MUs associated with MBS $i$, then $\kappa_i$ is obtained as
\begin{align}
2\pi\lambda_M \int_0^\infty \mathbb{E} \left[ 1 \left( H^C_{x_i}r^{-\alpha} > \max_{j \in \Phi_B / \Phi_i} H^C_{x_j} x_j^{-\alpha} \right) \right] r dr \\
= 2\pi\lambda_M \int_0^\infty e^{-\pi\lambda_j \mathbb{E}_H \left[ f(t/H) dt \right]} r dr \\
= 2\pi\lambda_M \int_0^\infty e^{-\pi\lambda_j \mathbb{E}_H \left[ f(t/H) dt \right]} r dr \\
= 2\pi\lambda_M \int_0^\infty e^{-\pi\lambda_j \mathbb{E}_H \left[ H^{\alpha} \pi / \pi \mathbb{E}_H \left[ H^{\alpha} \pi / \pi \right] \right]} r dr,
\end{align}
which proves the proposition by recalling the Rayleigh assumption.

APPENDIX III

Proof of Lemma 2: We have $\mathbb{P}(\|X_i\| \geq x | i = \arg \max_{j \in \Phi_B} |x_j|^{-\alpha}) = e^{-\pi\lambda_j \mathbb{E}_H \left[ f(t/H) dt \right]}$, which is
\begin{align}
2\pi\lambda_j \mathbb{E}_H \left[ H^{\alpha} \pi / \pi \mathbb{E}_H \left[ H^{\alpha} \pi / \pi \right] \right] = 2\pi\lambda_j \mathbb{E}_H \left[ H^{\alpha} \pi / \pi \mathbb{E}_H \left[ H^{\alpha} \pi / \pi \right] \right],
\end{align}
since $\mathbb{P}(i = \arg \max_{j \in \Phi_B} |x_j|^{-\alpha}) = 2\pi\lambda_j \mathbb{E}_H \left[ H^{\alpha} \pi / \pi \mathbb{E}_H \left[ H^{\alpha} \pi / \pi \right] \right]$. Fading is Rayleigh that proves the lemma.

APPENDIX IV

Proof of Theorem 2: Noting the definition of SINR given in (5), we proceed as:
\begin{align}
P_c^\alpha &= \mathbb{E}_x \sum_{n=0}^\infty e^{-\frac{\kappa n}{n!}} \mathbb{P} \left( \frac{1}{n+1} \frac{P_T^C H^C_{x_i0}}{P^C_{l_{C-C}} + P^C_{l_{D-C}} + \sigma^2} > \beta^C \right) \\
\text{The inside probability expression can be evaluated as}
\end{align}
\begin{align}
\mathbb{P} \left( \frac{1}{n+1} \frac{P_T^C H^C_{x_i0}}{P^C_{l_{C-C}} + P^C_{l_{D-C}} + \sigma^2} > 1 | l_{D-C} > Q \right) &= \mathbb{P} \left( l_{D-C} > Q \right) \\
\end{align}
\begin{align}
\mathbb{P} \left( \frac{1}{n+1} \frac{P_T^C H^C_{x_i0}}{P^C_{l_{C-C}} + P^C_{l_{D-C}} + \sigma^2} > 1 | l_{D-C} \leq Q \right) &= \mathbb{P} \left( l_{D-C} \leq Q \right).
\end{align}
Due to the spectrum sharing regulation we know that $\mathbb{P}(l_{D-C} > Q) \leq \zeta$. On the other hand, $\mathbb{P}(l_{D-C} \leq Q) \leq 1$. Hence, (28) may be upper-bounded via
\begin{align}
\zeta \mathbb{P} \left( \frac{P_T^C}{n+1} \frac{H^C_{x_i0}}{P^C_{l_{C-C}} + P^C_{l_{D-C}} + \sigma^2} > \beta^C | l_{D-C} > Q \right) \\
\leq \mathbb{P} \left( \frac{1}{n+1} \frac{P_T^C H^C_{x_i0}}{P^C_{l_{C-C}} + P^C_{l_{D-C}} + \sigma^2} > \beta^C | l_{D-C} \leq Q \right).
\end{align}

On the other hand, when $l_{D-C} > Q$ we may suggest that
\begin{align}
\mathbb{P} \left( \frac{1}{n+1} \frac{P_T^C H^C_{x_i0}}{P^C_{l_{C-C}} + P^C_{l_{D-C}} + \sigma^2} > \beta^C \right) \\
\leq \mathbb{P} \left( \frac{1}{n+1} \frac{P_T^C H^C_{x_i0}}{P^C_{l_{C-C}} + Q + \sigma^2} > \beta^C \right).
\end{align}

Also, if $l_{D-C} \leq Q$ we have
\begin{align}
\mathbb{P} \left( \frac{1}{n+1} \frac{P_T^C H^C_{x_i0}}{P^C_{l_{C-C}} + Q + \sigma^2} > \beta^C \right) \\
\leq \mathbb{P} \left( \frac{1}{n+1} \frac{P_T^C H^C_{x_i0}}{P^C_{l_{C-C}} + \sigma^2} > \beta^C \right).
\end{align}

Regarding these two conditional probabilities, we can upper-bound the coverage probability as:
\begin{align}
P_c^\alpha &= \mathbb{E}_x \sum_{n=0}^\infty e^{-\frac{\kappa n}{n!}} \mathbb{P} \left( \frac{1}{n+1} \frac{P_T^C H^C_{x_i0}}{P^C_{l_{C-C}} + P^C_{l_{D-C}} + \sigma^2} > \beta^C \right) \\
\text{Let's first focus on (32). Since channel power gains are exponentially distributed, we may suggest}
\end{align}
\begin{align}
\zeta \mathbb{P} \left( \frac{P_T^C}{n+1} \frac{H^C_{x_i0}}{P^C_{l_{C-C}} + Q + \sigma^2} > \beta^C (n+1) \right) \\
= \mathbb{E}_x \mathcal{L}_{P^C_{l_{C-C}}} \left( \beta^C (n+1) \frac{P_T^C}{P^C_{l_{C-C}}} \right) e^{-\frac{\kappa n}{n!} (Q + \sigma^2)}.
\end{align}

where $\mathcal{L}_{P^C_{l_{C-C}}} (\cdot)$ is the Laplace transform of $P^C_{l_{C-C}}$. By definition, Laplace transform is
\begin{align}
\mathcal{L}_{P^C_{l_{C-C}}} (s) = \mathbb{E}_x e^{-sP^C_{l_{C-C}}} \\
= \mathbb{E}_x \mathbb{P}_{|x| > 0} \prod_{x_j \in \Phi_B} e^{-\frac{P_T^C}{n+1} \frac{H^C_{x_i0}}{P^C_{l_{C-C}} + Q + \sigma^2}} |x_j|^\alpha.
\end{align}
Note that \( \{N_j\} \) are independent and identical random variables. Thus, \( \mathcal{L}_{p_{R|C}(\cdot)} \) is

\[
\mathbb{E}_{\Phi_0} \prod_{s_j \in \Phi_0} \mathbb{E}_{N_j > 0} e^{-\frac{1}{2}\beta C \|s_j\|^{1-\alpha}} e^{-\frac{1}{2} (\|s_j\|^{1-\alpha} + \|x\|^{1-\alpha})} \]

\[
= \exp \left( -2 \pi \lambda_B \int_{r > |x|} \mathbb{E}_{N > 0} \frac{P_F^{R|C}}{1 + s_n r^{1-\alpha}} rdr \right) \]

\[
= \exp \left( -\pi \lambda_B (s_F^{R|C})^{\frac{1}{2}} \int_{r > (s_F^{R|C})^{\frac{1}{2}} |x|^2} \mathbb{E}_{N > 0} \frac{1}{1 + Nr^{1-\alpha}} dr \right). \tag{36}
\]

Then \( \mathcal{L}_{p_{R|C}(\cdot)}^{\frac{\beta_C}{r}} \) is

\[
e^{-\pi \lambda_B (\beta_C^{(n+1)})^{\frac{1}{2}} f \left( (\beta_C^{(n+1)})^{\pi \lambda_B x^2} \right)} + e^{-\pi \lambda_B (\beta_C^{(n+1)})^{\pi \lambda_B x^2} x dx. \tag{38}
\]

As a result, noticing the Lemma 1 one can show that (34) reduces to

\[
2\pi \lambda_B \int_0^\infty e^{-\pi \lambda_B (\beta_C^{(n+1)})^{\pi \lambda_B x^2}} \times e^{-\pi \lambda_B (\beta_C^{(n+1)})^{\pi \lambda_B x^2} x dx. \tag{39}
\]

It is straightforward to show that \( \mathbb{E}_{\Phi_0} \left( \frac{H^{CC}_{xy_0}}{p_{R|C}|w|} > \frac{\beta_C^{(n+1)}}{r^{1-\alpha}} \right) \)

\[
= 2\pi \lambda_B \int_0^\infty e^{-\pi \lambda_B (\beta_C^{(n+1)})^{\pi \lambda_B x^2}} x dx. \tag{40}
\]

Substituting (38) and (39) in (33), the theorem follows.

**APPENDIX V**

**Proof of Theorem 3:** Here we only evaluate (32) in Appendix V. Straightforward manipulation indicates that

\[
\mathbb{P} \left\{ \frac{H^{CC}_{xy_0}}{p_{R|C}|w|} \geq \frac{\beta_C^{(n+1)}}{r^{1-\alpha}} \right\} = \mathbb{P} \left\{ \frac{1}{H^{CC}_{xy_0}} \geq \frac{\beta_C^{(n+1)}}{P_F^{R|C}} \frac{Q + \sigma^2}{H^{CC}_{xy_0}} \right\}
\]

\[
= \sum_{s_j \in \Phi_0} \frac{H^{CC}_{xy_0} P_F^{R|C} \|x_j\|^{1-\alpha}}{N_j} \left( \frac{H^{CC}_{xy_0} \|x_j\|^{1-\alpha}}{H^{CC}_{xy_0} \|x\|^{1-\alpha}} < 1 \right)
\]

\[
+ \frac{Q + \sigma^2}{H^{CC}_{xy_0}} \leq \frac{P_F^{R|C} |x|^{1-\alpha}}{\beta_C^{(n+1)}} \right\} \tag{40}
\]

The evaluation of this probability is complicated even when \( Q = \sigma^2 = 0 \). This is mainly because of the term \( 1 (H^{CC}_{xy_0} \|x_j\|^{1-\alpha} < H^{CC}_{xy_0} \|x\|^{1-\alpha}) \). We derive an upper-bound on this probability as follows. We follow the technique introduced in [44]. Let \( \Delta(x) = \frac{P_F^{R|C} |x|^{1-\alpha}}{P_F^{R|C} \|x\|^{1-\alpha}} \) and consider the following set that contains harmfully interfering MBSs on sub-channel \( w \)

\[
\Psi_B[w] = \left\{ x_j \in \Phi_B[w] : \frac{Q + \sigma^2}{H^{CC}_{xy_0}} + \frac{H^{CC}_{xy_0} P_F^{R|C} |x|^{1-\alpha}}{N_j} \left( \frac{H^{CC}_{xy_0} \|x_j\|^{1-\alpha}}{H^{CC}_{xy_0} \|x\|^{1-\alpha}} < 1 \right) \right\}. \tag{41}
\]

An upper-bound on (40) is \( \mathbb{P} \{ \Psi_B[w] = \emptyset \} = \exp(\lambda \hat{B}[w]) \) where

\[
\hat{B}[w] = 2\pi \lambda_B |w| \mathbb{E}_{N > 0} \int_0^\infty \mathbb{P} \left\{ \frac{Q + \sigma^2}{V} + \frac{W P_F^{R|C} r^{1-\alpha}}{N} \frac{1}{W r^{1-\alpha} - V |x|^{1-\alpha}} > \Delta(x) \right\} \right\} r dr. \tag{42}
\]

We first evaluate the inner probability that is

\[
p = \mathbb{P} \left\{ V < \frac{Q + \sigma^2}{\Delta(x)} , \mathbb{P} \left\{ \frac{W r^{1-\alpha}}{V |x|^{1-\alpha}} - 1 < 1 \right\} \right\} \tag{43}
\]

Since this probability is too complex to evaluate, we derive a lower-bound, yielding an upper-bound of the probability (40) as:

\[
p \geq \mathbb{P} \left\{ V < \frac{Q + \sigma^2}{\Delta(x)} , \mathbb{P} \left\{ \frac{W r^{1-\alpha}}{V |x|^{1-\alpha}} - 1 < 1 \right\} \right\} \mathbb{P} \left\{ W r^{1-\alpha} - 1 \right\}. \tag{44}
\]

(45) is equal to

\[
\mathbb{P} \left\{ \frac{N \Delta(x)}{p_{R|C}^{\alpha}} - \frac{\Delta(x) - \alpha}{r^{\alpha}} \frac{1}{1 + \frac{\Delta(x)}{r^{\alpha}}} \right\} \tag{46}
\]

For (44) we can show that \( \mathbb{P} \{ V < \frac{Q + \sigma^2}{\Delta(x)} \} \) is

\[
\mathbb{P} \left\{ W \geq \left( \frac{\Delta(x)}{V |x|^{1-\alpha}} \right) \right\} = \mathbb{P} \left\{ V < \frac{Q + \sigma^2}{\Delta(x)} \right\}
\]

\[
= \frac{1 - e^{-\frac{\sigma^2}{\Delta(x)}}}{1 + \left( \frac{\sigma^2}{\Delta} \right)^{\alpha}} \tag{47}
\]
Utilizing (46) and (47), a lower-bound on \( p \) is suggested as

\[
p \geq \frac{1 - e^{-\frac{Q^2}{\lambda D}(1 + \frac{r}{|x|^2})}}{1 + \frac{r}{|x|^2}} - \frac{1}{1 + \frac{Q^2}{\lambda D}(1 + \frac{r}{|x|^2})},
\]

(48)

Denote \( Y_Q \) as

\[
Y_Q = 2\pi \lambda_B |w| \int_0^\infty \frac{1 - e^{-\frac{Q^2}{\lambda D}(1 + \frac{r}{|x|^2})}}{1 + \frac{r}{|x|^2}} r dr,
\]

a lower bound on \( \hat{\lambda}_B[w] \) then is

\[
\hat{\lambda}_B[w] = \frac{\pi \lambda_B |w|^2}{\mathbb{E}_{0 < N \leq \beta^2(n + 1)} \left( \left[ \frac{\beta^2(n + 1)}{\pi} \right] \right)} - 1 \int_0^\infty \frac{dr}{1 + r^2} + Y_Q.
\]

Consequently, a lower bound on the coverage probability is

\[
P_c^L \leq 2\pi \lambda_B \Gamma(\alpha) e^{-\sum_{n=0}^\infty \frac{\beta^2(n + 1)}{\pi n!}} \int_0^\infty \left( \zeta e^{-\hat{\lambda}_B[w] + e^{-\hat{\lambda}_B[w] + Y_Q}} \right) x dx,
\]

(49)

where

\[
Y = 2\pi \hat{\lambda}_B[w] \int_0^\infty \frac{1 - e^{-\frac{Q^2}{\lambda D}(1 + \frac{r}{|x|^2})}}{1 + \frac{r}{|x|^2}} r dr.
\]

APPENDIX VI

Proof of Proposition 2: Applying near-field approximation [44] and assuming Rayleigh fading, we have

\[
\hat{\lambda}_D[w] = \lambda_D[w] \mathbb{P}\{ \rho_{I_{c\rightarrow d}} |w| \leq \sigma^2 \tilde{e}_{th} \}
\]

\[
= \lambda_D[w] \mathbb{P}\left\{ \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} \frac{P_f^D H_{c\rightarrow d}^C}{N L(x_i, z_0) \alpha} \leq \sigma^2 \tilde{e}_{th} \right\}
\]

\[
\approx \lambda_D[w] \mathbb{P}\left\{ x_i \in \Phi_B[w] : \frac{P_f^D H_{c\rightarrow d}^C}{N L(x_i, z_0) \alpha} \leq \sigma^2 \tilde{e}_{th} \right\}
\]

\[
= \lambda_D[w] \frac{-2 \pi \lambda_B |w| e^{-\frac{Q^2}{\lambda D}(1 + \frac{r}{|x|^2})}}{\mathbb{E}_{0 < N \leq \beta^2(n + 1)} \left( \left[ \frac{\beta^2(n + 1)}{\pi} \right] \right)} - 1 \int_0^\infty \frac{dx}{1 + \frac{Q^2}{\lambda D}(1 + \frac{r}{|x|^2})},
\]

(50)

APPENDIX VIII

Proof of Theorem 5: The necessary condition for devices that are communicating on sub-channel \( w \) to percolate is

\[
|w| = \frac{1}{a_D[w]} \text{ since } 1 - a_D[w] \text{ amounts to the failure probability in the site-percolation model [33], [34]. Noting the obtained expression for } \delta[w] \text{ in Theorem 4, this necessary condition solves the equation } \delta[w] = \frac{1}{a_D[w]} (T_c[w] + T_o[w]) = \frac{1}{a_D[w]} \text{ for } a_D[w]. \text{ Elementary calculus then proves the result.}
\]
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